
Be among the first to dive  
the Avelo System in Maui

Jump into a new adventure on one of our week-long Hawaiian 
trip experiences. Earn your RAD certification the first day of  
your trip and see the best of Maui from either boat or shore.

Come and see why Avelo is simply better scuba.

DiveAvelo.com/travel

We created the Avelo Experience to provide a way for certified 
divers to enjoy the benefits of diving the Avelo System. Our team of  
seasoned professional dive leaders built these curated trips to also  
offer a world-class diving experience.

These are the first opportunities for anyone who wants to try the 
Avelo System to be able to dive right in. We’ll welcome you to Maui 
on your arrival day and orient you to the week’s adventures. The 
first day of diving begins with your Avelo specialty course, the 
Recreational Avelo Diver (RAD). You’ll earn your certification and 
then enjoy diving the system for the next four days of diving.

Instructors who wish to teach diving Avelo will need to first  
become certified Avelo divers and will need a minimum of 10 
Avelo dives to qualify for the Avelo Pro course. This trip gives dive 
professionals an opportunity to gain experience towards becoming 
the first Avelo Instructors in the world.

Two diving experiences built for you

DiveAvelo.com/travel



Based from the resort area of Kihei, this small group package offers five 
days of boat diving, including your specialty certification. As  
a small group, you can choose the kind of dive experience from  
Lanai Caverns to the renowned islet of Molokini or wrecks such as  
the Cartheginian.

• Small groups

• Boat dives on private dive boat 
Spacious boat accommodates photography/videography  
equipment, provides snacks, and includes fresh water hose

• 10 Avelo dives

• Location flexibility

• 4-8 Avelo divers

• Includes breakfast and lunch

Local experiences included in your trip

• Ocean Center tour with local fish ID card

• Sunset dinner cruise

• Cultural experience

Discover Lahaina on this small group package with five days of shore 
diving, including your specialty certification. As a small group, you can 
choose the kind of dive experience you would like and discover limited-
access sites such as Honolua and dive places boats are unable to reach.

• Small groups

• Only Avelo divers

• Shore dives

• 10 Avelo Dives

• Requires a fitness level that permits climbing rocks,  
using ropes, and walking distances with equipment

• Location flexibility

• 4-8 Avelo divers

• Includes breakfast and lunch

Local experiences included in your trip

• Ocean Center tour with local fish ID card

• Sunset dinner cruise

• Cultural canoe

For your selected dates, a minimum of 4 Avelo divers is required to guarantee your trip dates. 

Inquire for private rates. Prices listed are subject to change until a deposit is placed.

Adventure package

* Price ranges for lodging and transportation options depend on occupancy  
and availability. Prices listed are per person.

$4,500 (diving, activity, and meals package)

$7,000-8,000 (with lodging and transportation*)

$3,800 (diving, activity, and meals package)

$6,200-7,200 (with lodging and transportation*)

On the first day of your trip, you will get to become one of the 
first divers in the world to experience diving with the Avelo 
System and to complete your certification program. 

On day two, we will take you on two dives in the morning, and 
then continue to Maui Ocean Center for lunch. After lunch, 
your small group will enjoy a private tour of the aquarium 
guided by one of our knowledgeable instructors. We will 
answer questions about what you've seen underwater and 
discuss the unique Hawaiian marine environment. This tour will 
make the rest of the dives with us that much more memorable. 

The next three days will be filled with great diving using the 
Avelo System in Maui's best dive sites. On the evening of the 
last day of diving, we will go on a sunset cruise to enjoy Maui’s 
natural beauty. 

The Avelo System was invented and developed in Maui,  
where our community has a deep cultural connection to 
the ocean. For your last day of the Avelo Experience, we will 
welcome you into our ocean community with a memorable 
cultural experience.

Boat packageThe Avelo Experience
Our trip packages showcase diving the Avelo System  
on a world-class experience.


